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Abstract
The prime function of the effective utilization of heterogeneous multiprocessor system is accurately mapping of
tasks and makes their scheduling on different processors for reducing their total finish time. Total runtime is
time taken time for all jobs with the individual runtime of tasks and their communication cost among tasks. An
optimal scheduling of parallel tasks with some precedence relationship onto a multiprocessor system is
considered as NP-complete problem. The scheduling problem considered in this paper is bringing out the
optimal mapping of tasks and their efficiently possible execution stream on multiprocessor system configuration.
Several solutions and heuristics are proposed to solve this problem. We exhibit efficiency of Node duplication
GA based technique by comparing against some of the existing deterministic scheduling techniques for
minimizing
inter
processor
traffic
communication
.
Keywords: Parallel System with heterogeneous processors, arbitrary search, Task scheduling, genetic algorithm
(GA), Node duplication Genetic algorithm (NGA).
1. Introduction
The task scheduling is prime significance of heterogeneous multiprocessor parallel systems. The problem of task
scheduling on these type systems is verified the processor, when and on which processor a given task executes.
Our objective is to minimize the mean task response time (total finish time) and meet the deadline at the same
time. The final intention of this scheduling in a way that the final time and cost of the execution would be
minimized and all other constraints such as fundamentals, are satisfied. [1,2,4] In this problem the process of
scheduling is static because the finite number of processor, mapped tasks, their dependencies, and inter
processor communication cost used for them are known in advanced before going to task schedule. [4, 11] We
determine the set of finite tasks T and finite no. of processors
so that map each task to a processor from the set P of processors. Under the task set each task may communicate
with zero or more other tasks in set with some communication cost value. So when we consider an execution
scheduling in our experiment we focus on three variables which constitute
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the all setup like performance factor of non homogenous processors, mapping of different scheduling tasks on
working processors and last variable maintain the sequence of execution of tasks under various format like first
come first serve, priority scheduling, list scheduling, genetic algorithm and Node duplicated concept with
genetic algorithm on processors. The execution and communication costs are represented by DAG (directed
acyclic graph). [1, 3] The task scheduling problem is taken as NP-complete problem and genetic algorithms
have attracted much attention as class of arbitrarily search algorithm for task scheduling in heterogeneous
processor environment. This paper is organized as follows some review of previous works is presented in
section 2. In Section 3 overview of problem is given along with solution methodology. Section 3 provides us
view about Genetic algorithm for task scheduling. Under section 4 we reveal out the concept of using node
duplication. Experiment results and performance analysis are provided in section 5and 6. Section 7 is composing
of conclusion.
2. Methodology
We classified the parallel multiprocessor into various classes based on the characteristic of different tasks to be
scheduled, multiprocessor system type and knowledge of other correlated data. Our experimental setup is static
or deterministic because we are aware of all tasks execution time and its precedence relation in advance. [9] The
task setup is completely non-preemptive mean one task execution must be completely occurred before other is
task scheduled for get processor control for execution and the processor working environment is fully
heterogeneous i.e. all the processors have different processing speed and capabilities. Under this paper we study
the task scheduling problem as deterministic and non preemptive in a heterogeneous multiprocessor
environment. The main objective is to minimize the total finish time which comprises execution time, waiting
time or idle time. The multiprocessor parallel system set consists of n heterogeneous processors
P = {pi: i= 1, 2, 3, …… n}
They are fully connected with each other via identical links.
Figure 1 shows fully connected three parallel systems with identical links.

Figure 1 A fully connected parallel processor.

A parallel processor application directed acyclic graph (DAG) is represented as G = (T, E) where T is set of
nodes which represents the tasks, and E is set of directed edges which represent the execution dependencies as
well as the communication cost between two tasks on different processor. Let us suppose T consist of m non
preemptive tasks as:
T= { tj : j= 1,2 ,3 ,4…… ,m}
A directed edge set E consist of k edges ranging from k= 1, 2, …, r this represent the precedence relationship
among the no. of tasks. Suppose any two tasks t1 and t2 € T having a directed edge e1 i.e. edge from t1 to t2 which
mean that t2 cannot scheduled until t1 has been completed, t1 is predecessor of t2, t2 successor of t1, under the
relation of dependency on multiprocessor system as shown in Figure 2 tasks t8 cannot start before tasks t4 and t5
finishes execution and gathers all the communication cost data from t4 and t5.
The weight of vertices are denoted by W.
W= { wij: i = 1,2,3…n ; j=1,2,3…m}

This represent the execution duration of the corresponding tasks and they are varies for same task on different
processor due to heterogeneous environment.
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Figure 2: A DAG with task preference.

During experiment we have consider one another factor which represent the communication cost between two
processor, if they are scheduled on different processor and notice if both tasks are scheduled on same processor
then this factor is null, denoted by C as:
Table 1: Task execution matrix on different processors.

C = { ck : k = 1,2,3,…. r}
Figure 2 show an example of DAGs. It consist of a set tasks T = {tj: j =1, 2, 3, …11} Figure 1 set of processors P
= {pi : i =1, 2, 3} and table 1 shows matrix of execution time of each task on processor p1, p2, p3, because of
heterogeneous environment every processor works on different speeds and processing capabilities. We consider
the speeding pattern of processors as p1 is much faster than p2 and p3 and relation formed as
p1 < p2 < p3.
3. Genetic algorithm
A genetic algorithm (GA) is based on principle of survival of the fittest. And it is progress through a simple
cycle of processing stages: initial Population, evaluation of fitness function, operator for selection, crossover,
and mutation. The individual are encoded in the population strings known as chromosomes. After the encoding
of chromosomes is occurred then calculate the fitness of individual in a population. For task scheduling, a
chromosome represents a solution to scheduling problem as form a schedule S. A schedule consists of the
processor allocation and the start of each node of the task graph. [10, 11] An efficient coding scheme for
chromosomes makes it beneficial for calculation of fitness operator. This measure
is used to select
probabilistically individual for crossover. Crossover operator fuses the information continued within pairs of
selected parents by placing random subsets of information from both parents. By the impact of random subsets
children chromosomes may or may not have higher fitness value than their parents.
3.1 Initial population
The first step during GA is initial population creation, requirement for number of processors, number of tasks
and size of population. Each individual consists of exactly one copy of each tasks i.e. repetition of task on
individual processor is not allowed. And we can arrange them like the length of all individual in an initial
population is equal to number of tasks in the target DAG, and during experiment each task is randomly assigned
to the processors.
3.2 Fitness operator function
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The objective of the fitness operator in task scheduling is to find shortest possible schedule, the fitness of
chromosome is directly related to length of associated schedule. For task scheduling problem we can consider
various factors like throughput, turnaround time, and processor utilization, etc but the fitness function used for
GA for finding the shortest possible schedule we focus on total finish time for the required schedule, which
include execution time and communication delay time. Fitness function distributes the evolution in two different
components. The first component is fitness of task which equipped us with the knowledge all the tasks are
executed and scheduled in legal order. Here legal order meant that the scheduling of a pair of task on single
processor if the pair is independent to each other. The second component is fitness of processor i.e. which
attempt to minimize processing time. By impact of this component of fitness operator we get possible shorter
schedule.
Table 2: arbitrarily assigned tasks to processor

In above table legal order because the P1 start execution from t1, whereas in case of illegal order nor a single
processor start their execution from task t4, t3, t5 until task t1 is execute. So initiation of illegal task needs some
information from t1 task. Here we consider some general schedule of tasks S1 and S2 on processors system for
uniprocessor and multiprocessors. Consider in S1 scheduler all tasks execute on P1 (uniprocessor system) and in
S2 schedule tasks are randomly distributed (as above legal order) on all processors as execution time shown in
table 1.
S1: t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11
Total finish time = 75, Communication cost = 0
S2: P1: t1 t4 t6 t9
P3: t5 t8 t10

P2: t2 t3 t7 t11

Figure 3: Execution Schedule of S2.

In the figure 3 vertical axes shows the processor and horizontal axis shows time. In the figure single line
represents the represents the waiting and idle time of processors and bar with numeric data (above) shows the
starting and finishing time of task and name of task (below).
Total
finish
time
=
Execution
time
+
comm.
Cost
= 57 time unit.
The schedule scheme in S1 represent total finish time of 75 units and S2 shows 57 units, i.e. the proper
calculation of fitness operator function reduces the total finish time.
3.3 Selection operator
Under the working of GA the selection operator emphasis for selection of good chromosome vector and reject
the bad ones. The criteria for picking good or bad vector depends upon the fitness function value, if the
chromosome pattern is good then they have better chances to reproduce by selecting best chromosomes from
parents and offspring.[13] This procedure is performed by rotating roulette wheel strategy.
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3.4 Crossover operator
The presence of this operator in GA is more significant. It implements the principle of evolution. New
chromosome is generated with this operator by combination of two randomly selected parental chromosomes by
inheriting ancestor genetic material. The crossover rate gives the probability that a pair of parents will undergo
crossover. But this newly generated offspring chromosome vector may have a fitness value less than or greater
than their parental chromosome. Basically they are of two types: one point crossover and two point crossover.
[5, 12, 14]

Figure 4: One point crossover

In case of one point crossover portion towards right of chromosome vectors for parents 1 and 2 are exchanged to
form two offspring as shown in figure 3. and in two point crossover the chromosome vector is divided with two
cross point into three portion left, right and middle for both parents, then in offspring generation left and right
remain as intact but middle portion is exchanged as shown in figure 4. In the both cases the vertical lines

Figure 5: Two point crossover

depict the crossover point. Here the above two bars of oval shape represents the parents and below two bars
represents the offspring.
3.5 Mutation operator
Mutation is used to get away from early convergence. In this paper the uses of mutation operation is not
common. We are using partial-gene mutation randomly which selects a chromosome and changes a randomly
selected gene (Ti , Pi) to (Ti , Pj) for which avail time(Pj) is minimum over all the processors for task Ti. It is to
notify that partial-gene mutation changes the processor which a task is assigned to, whereas crossover assigns a
set of tasks to, probably, different processors. In this light, partial-gene mutation was applied in conjunction
with crossover operator. [14] This operator is designed to reduce the idle time.
Now the procedure of Genetic algorithm is:
Level1. Let Generation G counter = 0
Analysis for number of processor, DAG (task execution matrix), communication cost, count tasks.
Level2. Generate the initial population by choosing
arbitrarily chromosomes.
Level3. Estimate the objective and fitness function
of each Individual for the legal strings.
Based on following
3 (a) Task fitness.
3 (b) Processor fitness.
(A zero fitness value is assigned for illegal solutions as a price to reduce its chance
for reproduction.)
Level4. Selection Operator i.e. sort in a descending
order all the population according to their
fitness.
Level5. Carry out crossover operation (implement
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crossover function on chromosome )
and mutation operation (swap of chromosomes with same height)
Level6. Selection of population size of chromosomes from parents.
Level7. Generation counter G counter = G counter + 1
Level8. If G counter = max G counter, and exit with best
Else G counter < generation size Go to 3

solution and stop

4. Node duplication
As we know major challenge in scheduling to avoid interprocessor communication. A node often has to wait for
entering communication. As shown in fig 2 task t2 and t3 are delayed due to communication from task t1 and
both processor P2 and p3 run idle during that time. now after task duplication communication from task t1 is
local to on each processor as shown in figure 8 of the target system and tasks t3, t2 , t5 can start immediately
after t1 finishes. Node duplication is employed in a large variety of scheduling approaches by Kruatrachue and
Lewis, and Ahmed and Kwok. Here we introduced the node duplication concept with the genetic algorithm
based heuristic. During scheduling with node duplication, it might happen that some nodes are unnecessarily
duplicated. But still schedule remains valid without any effect on its length. [16, 17]
5. Experimental Results
After application of our Genetic algorithm to the DAG with task preference shown in figure 2 onto
heterogeneous parallel processors as figured in 1 is shown in figure 6. Here our motive to reduce the total finish
is fulfill, the completion time is obtained by our method is 45 time units. Under this experiment we compare the
results with traditional task scheduling methods like FCFS and priority scheduling and new genetic algorithm
heuristic with node duplication. During FCFS policy tasks are assigned to three different processors are as:
P1: t1 t4 t7 t10
P3: t3 t6 t9

P2: t2 t5 t8 t11

While we analysis execution diagram of FCFS like (figure3 of schedule3) we get the total finish time = 58 time
units. [15, 13] and During Priority scheduling (without preemption) we need some more data as priorities of
tasks shown in figure1.

In case of priority scheduling tasks are assigned priority values in scheduling pipe then according to their
priority value tasks occupy their space in different processors as shown below:
P1: t1 t2 t6 t10
P3: t9 t7 t11

P2: t3 t5 t4 t8

During implementation of list scheduling with start time minimization we get the following schedule for
processors
P1: t1 t2 t5 t6
P3: t4 t9 t8 t11

P2: t3 t7

The above execution schedule reveals that we get the total finish time = 48 time units.
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After analysis of execution schedule of priority scheduling we get the total finish = 67 time units. Here
processors with same priority tasks are arranged in FCFS manner. After applying the genetic algorithm, then the
best optimal schedule of tasks we get as
P1: t1 t5 t4 t8 t9
P3: t3 t7 t11

P2: t2 t6 t10

We can analyze that now after applying Genetic Algorithm to collection tasks we performed better than other
type of scheduling algorithm. The total finish time of enhanced GAs scheduler is 45 time units as shown in
execution graph in figure 7.

Figure 7: Execution schedule of task with genetic algorithm.

The axes description same as figure 3 schedule.
During the implementation of Genetic algorithm with concept of node duplication (NGA) to collection of task
as shown in DAG considered above. The total finish time of NGA is 39 time units as shown in figure 8
The optimal schedules for processors are
P1: t1 t5 t4 t8 t9
P3: t1t3 t7 t11

P2: t1t2 t6 t10

Figure 8: Execution schedule of task with Node duplication Genetic algorithm (NGA).

The axes description same as figure 3 schedule.
6. Performance analysis
Now during performance analysis of above scheduling algorithms we focus on the measure of speedup and
efficiency. [15]
Speed up (T sp): Speed up is defined as the ratio of completion time on uniprocessor system to completion time
of multiprocessor system.
Node duplication Genetic Algorithm (NGA):
Speed up (T sp) = 75/39 = 1.9230
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(¢) = (T sp * 100) / n; where n = number of processors.
Efficiency (¢) = (1.9230 * 100) / 3 = 64.1%
Genetic Algorithm
T sp = 75 / 45 = 1.6667

¢ = (1.6667 * 100) / 3 = 55.5566 %

List Scheduling with start time minimization:
T sp = 75 / 48 = 1.5625
¢ = (1.5625 * 100) / 3 = 52.08 %
FCFS Scheduler:
T sp = 75 / 58 = 1.2931
¢ = (1.2931 * 100) / 3 = 41.033 %
Priority Scheduler:
T sp = 79 / 67 = 1.1791
¢ = (1.1791 * 100) / 3 = 39.30 %
Time Analysis

Performance Analysis

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a GA with the node duplication (NGA) based technique for deterministic
heterogeneous multiprocessor system which comprises the communication cost in precedence to minimize the
total finish time and improve the throughput of system. During comparison with other algorithms our NGA
performance is best with finish time. But Node duplication introduces more computation load into the parallel
system in order to decrease the cost of crucial communication. The main factor here is which task should be
duplicated to reduce the overall time. In future we can attempt to implement this proposed NGA method also for
the problem of nondeterministic heterogeneous multiprocessor used for real time, where some benchmarks can
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be configured during runtime. Here we can see in the above charts for time analysis and performance analysis
NGA is compared with GA, FCFS, Priority and List scheduler with start time minimization shows NGA with
64.1% and GA of 55.55% and List scheduling of 52.08 and 41.033% of FCFS and 39.033 of Priority
Scheduling.
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